
 

Don't have a cow, man. Some would say that this is the greatest film in the history of cinema. Others will argue that this is one of the worst films to grace theaters in decades. Watch it and be the judge for yourself! The Three Stooges (2012) (Hindi) 720p HD 12’s surprisingly well-structured plot might pleasantly surprise you, given its origins as a nearly 20 minute old-timey comedy sketch from 1934.
(Shout out to Ted & Larry, who wrote the movie.) OK, you might ask, granted that the plot is decent. What else do I get for my $2.99? You get all three of the Stooges (Larry, Moe & Curly Joe), full frontal nudity from a wide variety of ladies (including a shot of Marilyn Monroe’s freshly augmented chest!), and references cultures from Cuban to Chinese to Romani. 2012 was not "The Year We Made
Contact" as far as it comes to this film. The film tied for first place with "A Haunted House" at the 2012 Razzie Awards. The film was released with a limited number of prints on August 19, 2012, to avoid competition with "The Dark Knight Rises". With few expectations of making money, the film was widely available on the Internet. As a result, it made $3 million in its first four days of release.
The success of the film led Warner Bros. to change their initial decision to distribute it only via video-on-demand or potentially DVD format. (Warner Bros.' policy against releasing comedy films in theaters is no joke.) It grossed $13. 8 million in the United States and Canada, and $38.7 million overseas for total worldwide gross of $52.5 million. The film received mixed reviews from critics whose
varied opinions were summed up by Soren Anderson of "The Seattle Times": "This is like eating all your Halloween candy at once because it's there, but damn, it's fun".
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